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Large deviations of the empirical characteristic function 
HEINZ-DIETER KELLER 
1. Introduction. Let Xx, X2, ... be a sequence of independent identically 
distributed (i.i.d.) random variables defined on a probability space (£2, 91, P) and 
taking values in R with common distribution function F(x), x€R, and charac-
teristic function 
c(t) = J eUx dF(x), /CR. 
R 
The nlh empirical characteristic function (e.c.f.) of the sequence is 
c„(t) = (l/n) j? e»xj = J ei,x dF„(x), R, 
J - i R 
where Fn(x), .v€R, denotes the empirical distribution function (e.d.f.) of Xx, ..., Xn. 
CSÖRGŐ [2], [3] and MARCUS [8] gave necessary and sufficient conditions for the weak 
convergence of the empirical characteristic process in(c„(t)— c(t)) in the space of 
continuous complex-valued functions on a compact interval. CSÖRGŐ and TOTIK 
[4] solved the problem of consistency. The present investigation deals with the problem 
of large deviations of the e.c.f.. More precisely, let ScrR and r „=sup |c„(/)—c(i)|, 
tes 
M€N. We shall derive asymptotic expressions for the limit 
lim (1/n) log P{T„ sr e}, E > 0. c® 
Theorems on probabilities of large deviations for related statistics are contained 
in the work of GROENEBOOM (see e.g. [6]) and many other authors, a powerful theory 
being available now. But such results only yield first order terms in an expansion of 
logarithms of large deviation probabilities, whereas our representation immediately 
gives higher order terms and can be used for the computation of the (relative) asymp-
totic Bahadur efficiency. Although some doubt exists as to the value of the concept 
of Bahadur efficiency, the present work was partly motivated by it (cf. [7]). 
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2. Results. If />€[0, + e£(0, 1), let J(0, e)= + 7 (1 -e , e ) = - l o g (1 -e ) , 
J(p, e) = 
_((p + e)\og((p + e)/p) + (l-p-E)log((l-p-E)/(l-p)) if 0 < / > < l - e 
— I -foo if 1 — e < p. 
Lemma 1. Suppose e£(0, 1). Then 
Cm (1/«) log P{sup |F„(a) - F(x)| s e } s - min {J(p, e): 0 < p == 1 - e}. 
P roof . Let \JX, U2, ... be a sequence of i.i.d. U(0, 1) random variables defined 
on a probability space (i2*, 21*, P*). Denote the e.d.f. of the sample {/l5 ..., Un by 
G„. If w£[0, 1] let F"1(w)=inf {JC: F(x)^u}. Then F~\u)^x if and only if 
u s F ( x ) . X1 and F_ 1(£/j) are identically distributed. Hence we get 
P{sup\Fn(x)-F(x)\ = i>*{sup|Gn(F(x))-F(x)| s e} ^ 
i fS x€R 
sup \G„(x)-x\ s e } . 
O S l S l 
This completes our proof since 
lim (1/n) log P* { sup |G„(x) - x\ s e} = - min {/(/?, e): 0 < p ^ 1 — e} 
OSxSl 
(cf. [6], Example 1.3.1, p. 21). 
Before stating our main theorem let us introduce the random vector Yj(t)= 
= (cos (tXj)— Re c{t), sin (tXj)—Im c(t)) with its Laplace transform Mt(0)= 
= jfexp((0, Y^ttydP, 0€R2, for i£R, J€N. If /<ER, e>0, O&R2, let ht(e, 0)= 
= inf {exp(-re)M ((r0): rSO} and if t£ R, e>0, let /,(s)=log (sup {ht(s, 0): 
6£ R2, ||0|| = 1}). Let C(S) be the space of continuous functions on S, AP thz space 
of all almost periodic functions. 
Now the following theorem holds : 
T h e o r e m 2. Let the subset S be compact and let /(e)=sup {/,(£): t£S) for 
each e>0. Then lim (1/n) log P{Tn^e} = i(e). 
B - » o o 
Proof . If t£S, we get by Theorem 7 of SETHURAMAN [10] that 
i,(e) = lim ( l /«) logF{ |c„(0-c(0l £ e} s hm (l /n)logP{r. S e}. 
Hence / ( e ) H m (1/n)logP{T„^s}. 
n-*oo 
Now let /c£N be arbitrary, and let us cover the set S by a finite number of 
open balls B(kj,l/k) with center kj£S and radius 1 ¡k, 1 Writing 
Sn,k = sup{|c„(i) — c(t) — (cn(t*)— c(i*))|: t, t*£S, \t-t*\ < 1 / fc}, 
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we have 
T„^maxk \c„(kj) — c(kj)\ + S„ik for each N. 
Let ¿6(0, e) be given. Then 
I im( l / « ) l ogP{r ,S8} s n-*- oo 
S Em (1/n) log [F^max^ \cn(kj)- c(kj)| + S„,k £ e, 5 > S„,k} + 
+ P{ max | c n ( k j ) - c ( k j ) \ + Sn,k s e, Sn>k s <5}] =1 ISJSKi 
^ Em (l/n)log[P{ max^ \cK{kj)~ c(kj)\ ^ e-S} + P{Sn,k ^ <5}] ^ 
S I S (1/«)log[2• max{P^max^\c„(kj) — c(kj)\ ^ e-8), P{S„,k ^ ¿}}] = 
= max (Em (1/«) logP{ max \c„(kj)-c(kj)\ == e-<5}, Em (l/n) logP{Sa k ^ <5}|. 
Looking for a bound for the first Em in this expression, we get 
Em (l/n) log P^max \cn(kj) — c(kj)\ & e — ^ 
S Em (l/n) log 2 P{\cn(kj)-c(kj)\ s 8 - 3 ) ^ max ikj(e-S) m i(e-8). 
The second Em requires some computations concerning S„tk. Let t, t*£S, \t—t*\< 
<\/k and A>0 be given, where A is a continuity point of F such that 8/16> 
> 1 - F ( A ) + F ( - A ) . Then we get 
| c . ( 0 - e ( 0 - ( c . ( / * ) - c ( 0 ) | ^ 
f (ei,x-eu**)d(Fn(x)-F(x))| + |- J (e«x-eu*x) d(Fn(x)-F(x))\. 
< I * M ) {MSA} 
Now 
S / |e"*—e"*x\ dF„ (x) + / |eitx - ei,tx\ dF(x) s 
{1*1=.^} {|x|=-A} 
S 2|F„(A)-F(A)| + 2 |F„(-A)-F(-A) | + 4(1 -F(A) + F(-A)). 
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Let K=max {|/|: t£S} and A*=2(l +KX)X. Using integration by parts, 
| j (e^-e^)d(Fn(x)-F(x))\ = 
= \(eia - e'w)(F„(A -)-F(X-))- - ei'*(-'l))(Fn( — A) — F( — A)) -
- / / (F„(.v)-F{x))(te"x-t*£>"**) d!x| si 
S 2|Fn(A - ) - F(A)| + 2 |F„( - A) - F ( - A)| + \t- f*| A* • sup \F„(x) - F(x)\ s *€R 
^ 2|F„(A- ) - F(A)| + 2 |F„(- A)- F ( - A)| + (X*/k) sup |F„(x)-F(.r)|. 
Summing up 
Sn,k S 2|Fn(A)-F(A)| + 2 |Fn(A-)-F(A) | + 4 | F „ ( - A ) - F ( - A ) | + 
+ 4(1 - F(A) + F( - A)) + (A*//e) sup |F„(x) - F(x)|. 
Hence lim 1/H log P{Fn&£} is bounded by the maximum of /(e—<5), n-*oe> 
IIS (1/n) log P{|F„(A) —F(A)| ^ 5/16}, ITS (l/«)logP{|F„(A-)-F(A)| s 5/8}, 
n~+ OO n—-oo 
Irn (1/n) log P{|F„( — A) — F( — A)| ^ 5/16} and 00 
lim (l/«)logP{sup|F„(x)-F(x)| e (k/?*)(S/4 - 4(1 - F(A) + F( - A)))}. 
If we let first k and then A tend to infinity, we get 
Em ( l /n) log P{T„ g £ } s i(e - S). B-» 00 
This can be seen from the equality 
IIE (l/«)logP{|F„(x)-F(x)| = 
tl-~ co 
= - min {J{F(x), e), 7 ( 1 - F(x), e)}, jc€ R, e > 0, 
and Lemma 1 or directly. 
Finally, ¿€(0, E) was arbitrary. Hence i is continuous from the left by [10] 
Theorem 7 C (S)) and [10] Lemma 3. This gives the result. 
Example 3. If L(XJ=B(1,p), i.e. P f A ^ O } ^ and P(JT1= 1}= \-p=:q, 
some straightforward computations lead to the equality 
r max {-J(p, e/a,), -J(q, e/a,)} if £<o ( 
'»(8) { _ oo otherwise, 
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where at=(2(l — cos 0)1/2- Hence i(e)=max {—/(/>, e/a), —J (<7, e/a)}, if T=»0, 
5 = [ - T , + T ] and a = m a x { a f : i€S}>£. 
That T„ converges to zero almost surely even in the case S= R when F is purely 
discrete was pointed out by FEUERVERGER and MUREIKA [5]. We are now able to 
derive the corresponding large deviation generalization of Theorem 2. 
T h e o r e m 4. Let F be purely discrete. If S— R and i(e)=sup {/,(e): 
> — oo for each e>0, then lim (1/n) log P{TnSe}=/(e). 
P roo f . With the same conclusion as in the proof of Theorem 2 we get 
= !lm (!/") log P{T„^e). Now Fis purely discrete. Hence there exist iV€NU{+°°}, 
pkS0 and pairwise distinct with P{X1=ak}=pk, k£N, and 
N 
Let <56(0, e), ;w£N, m < N + 1 , and y > 0 be given and l e t / deno te the 
ii=i 
m 
function f(t)= 2 |1 —e1'""!2, /6R. Since / is almost periodic, there exists an 
*=i 
L~ L(y2)>0 such that every interval of the real axis of length not smaller than L 
contains at least one e-almost period, i.e. a number T satisfying | f ( t + z ) — f ( t ) \ < y 2 
for all /6 R. Hence, if R is fixed now, we can choose an e-almost period from the 
open interval (— t, —t+L). Then we get 
| c„ (0 -c (0 l ^ kn(/ + T ) - c ( i + T)| + | c n ( / ) - c ( 0 - ( c „ ( / + T ) - c ( / + T))| == 
sup |c„( / ) -c(0l + | c n ( 0 - c ( 0 - ( c n ( / + T)-c(/-f-T))|. 
It follows from Theorem 2 that 
Em (1 /n) log P{ sup |c„(0 - c(i)| ^ e - 5} == i(e - <5). 
Next we study the second term which is a.s. 
1(1/") 2 2{(e><"*-e^°.){I{x )-Pkj)\ S 
j=lk=l ' 
^ (1 In) 2 1 2 V* ~ • |/(*,=flfc> ~PuI + 2 1 \I{Xj=ak)-pk|] S j=l k=1 k-m+1 
S (1/«) 2 [ ( / « • 2 \^ak)-pk\T2 + 2 J Ihj=a k) - p k \ ] S 
j=l k=l k=m+1 
n m N n ^(rn 2b(2\hxJ=ak)-Pk\2yi2+2 2 \h^ak)-pk\] = d/n) Z Z j , j=1 fc = l * = m + l j=l 
14» 
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where 
m N 
fc=l k=m+l k = 1 
l ^ j ^ n . It follows from Theorem 3 .1 of BAHADUR [1] that 
Gm (l/«)logP{(l/n) 6} = i n f { ( l o g / ^ d P ) - r d : r £ 0}. 
But now, since /£R was arbitrary, the preceding inequalities lead to 
Em (l / / i ) logP{sup|c„(0-c(0l 
Eg max |i(e - c5), (log f erZ> dP) - r<5} for all r ^ 0. 
If we let first y converge to zero, then m tend to N, and finally r go to + we get 
The closing step in the proof of Theorem 2 yields the desired result (SCcz API). 
Having Theorems 2 and 4, we are finally interested in an expansion of the limits 
of the logarithmic large deviation probabilities. 
Lemma 5. Let /£R, A,=E cos (tXj), B,=Esin (tX^, Ct=Ecosz (tX1), 
D,=E(sin tXi • cos tXJ, E,-E sin2 ( f ^ ) and 
of = (1/2)[(C,- Af) + (jEt - £?)] + [(1/4)((C,- A?)- (E, - Bf)f + (D, - A,BJ2]1'2. 
Then <r2=sup {Var (0, Y^t)): 0£R2, ||0|| = 1} and 
Proof . For 0=(01 ,02)£R2 we have 
Var <0, Y^t)) = £((01(cos (tXJ-Re c(/)) + 02(sin ( r Z J - I m c(i)))2)-
Defining a=E{cos (tXJ-Re c(t))\ b=E((cos ( / Z J - R e c(i))(sin ( f Z J - I m c(i))), 
c=£(sin ( f Z J - I m c(i))2 and 
we get Var (0, Y1(t))=0@6T. Hence sup {Var <0, Y^t)): 06R2, ||0|| = 1} is the 
greatest eigenvalue of 3S, which is equal to 
This proves the first part of our lemma, since a=Ct— A,, b=D,—A,B, and 
c—E,—B2. The remaining expansion follows from Lemma 2 .2 of JAMMALAMADAKA 
RAO [9]. 
ITm (l//i) log P{T„ ^ £} =s i(e~S). 
it(e) = — e2/2a? + o(e2) as e|0. 
(1/2) (a + c) + [(1/4) (a — c)2 + b2]1'2. 
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Now Lemma 5 immediately yields expansions for the functions / appearing in 
our Theorems 2 and 4. 
T h e o r e m 6. Let S c R be arbitrary, /(e)=sup {/t(e): / £5} and <r2:= 
= sup {a*: teS}, where 0<<r2< + °°. Then i(e)= -e2/2<t2+o(s2) as e|0. 
P roof . Let (e„)„6N be a sequence of positive real numbers converging to zero. 
Then Lemma 5 yields 
- - 1/2of = lim it(e„)/e2 lim /(e„)/e2 for all t£S. n — oa 
This implies — l/2cr2^lim /(en)/e2. Now tt~* oo 
i,(e) = log(sup{inf exp(-T-e) f e'«>-W> dP: R2, ||0|| = l}) = 
= sup {inf { - r e + log f e'<°. dP\ r & o}: 0£R2,1|0|| = l} =s 
S sup {-(e/a2)e + l o g / e x p ((e/<x2)<0, £(<)» dP: 0£R2, ||0|| = l} 
for all e > 0. 
Let n be chosen large enough such that we have e„<a2/4. Then 
Jexp((en/a2)(e,Y1(t)))dP = 
= 1 + (e2/2er4) Var <0, Y^t)) + J - 1 - ( e j j y f «0, Y ^ d P s 
^ 1 + £2/2<72 + ¿ - V (2e„/<T2)v 1 + e2/2<T2 + 8£®/a8, if 06R2, ||0|| = 1. 
v=3 Since 
i,(e„) - zHa2 + log (1 + £2/2CT2 + 8 e ^ 6 ) ^ - £2/2a2 + 8 e > 8 , 
we have 
Em / , (0/«! ^ - l/2^2. 
Combining this result with the first inequality we get the desired expansion. 
Note added in proof. Theorem 2 can also be derived from [10] Theorem 2 by tak-
ing the set functions ft,o(x)=61 cos (tx) + d2 sin (tx), t£S, 0=(0 l 5 02)£R2, ||0|| = 1, x^R. 
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